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U59 - POSSIBLE EXPLANATION
John Lyding (LM 116)

Perfin pattern U59, like many other perfins listed in
The Catalog of United States Perfins has an “x” in
the column indicating that there is supplemental
information about the perfin in section VII of the
chapter. Unlike most of the entries in the
Supplementary Information section, U59 has a raft
of entries. The perfin is known precancelled from
Webster City, IA despite the Omaha NE origin of
the Union Pacific Railroad Company’s general
offices.

According to the Catalog the perfin was used by

nine other corporate entities including “Union
Pacific Stages, Incorporated” and “Interstate Transit
Lines, Incorporated.” The latter entry has the note
“sometimes the corner cards omit Incorporated”.
Figure 1 may provide the root cause for this
notation, which as far as I can determine is not used
elsewhere in the Catalog. Please observe the corner
card on Figure 1, which notes the corporate user as
“INTERSTATE TRANSIT LINES // UNION
PACIFIC STAGES, INCORPORATED”. The 2¢
Presidential series Adams stamp is punched UP
(U59).

Notes on Counting the Catalog
Paul Mistretta (LM111)

During the process of counting the catalogs I took
some limited notes relating to patterns which either
caused problems, or were complicated and needed
further explanation. I had them as footnotes to the
EXCEL spreadsheet that I used to track the
information. However, Bob Schwerdt’s note about
AMG Austria made me reevaluate the importance of
this information in the context of this ongoing series
of counts. Below are these footnotes.

Notes I – IV explain counts presented in the table
(wherever they appear.) Notes V and VI relate
countries or political units for which I was unable to
locate a catalog source to count. This does not mean
that cataloging has not been done for these political
units, only that I did not locate the appropriate
catalog to count these items as discrete units. As is
apparent from Bob’s note (P.33) there is a good
chance that I simply missed information in catalogs
that I have counted. Any help in determining
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